Abstract Classifiers that refrain from classification in certain cases can significantly reduce the misclassification cost. However, the parameters for such abstaining classifiers are often set in a rather ad-hoc manner. We propose a method to optimally build a specific type of abstaining binary classifiers using ROC analysis. These classifiers are built based on optimization criteria in the following three models: cost-based, bounded-abstention and bounded-improvement. We show that selecting the optimal classifier in the first model is similar to known iso-performance lines and uses only the slopes of ROC curves, whereas selecting the optimal classifier in the remaining two models is not straightforward. We investigate the properties of the convex-down ROCCH (ROC Convex Hull) and present a simple and efficient algorithm for finding the optimal classifier in these models, namely, the bounded-abstention and bounded-improvement models. We demonstrate the application of these models to effectively reduce misclassification cost in real-life classification systems. The method has been validated with an ROC building algorithm and cross-validation on 15 UCI KDD datasets.
medical diagnosis) such experts are preferred to those who always make a decision but are sometimes wrong.
Machine learning has frequently used abstaining classifiers (Chow 1970; Pazzani et al. 1994; Tortorella 2000) as well as parts of other techniques Gamberger and Lavrač 2000; Lewis and Catlett 1994) . Analogously to the human expert analogy, the motivation is that when such a classifier makes a decision it will perform better than a normal classifier. However, as these classifiers are not directly comparable, the comparison is often limited to coverage-accuracy graphs (Pazzani et al. 1994; .
In recent years, there has been much work on ROC analysis (Fawcett 2003; Flach and Wu 2005; Provost and Fawcett 2001 ). An advantage of ROC analysis in machine learning is that it offers a flexible and robust framework for evaluating classifier performance with varying class distributions or misclassification costs (Fawcett 2003) .
In our paper, we apply ROC analysis to build an abstaining classifier that minimizes the misclassification cost. Our method is based solely on ROC curves and is independent of the classifiers used. In particular, we do not require that the underlying classifier gives calibrated probabilities, which is not always trivial (Cohen and Goldszmidt 2004; Zadrozny and Elkan 2001) . We look at a particular type of abstaining binary classifiers, i.e., metaclassifiers constructed from two classifiers described by a single ROC curve, and show how to select such classifiers optimally according to three different optimization criteria that are commonly encountered in practical applications.
More specifically, in the first model, the so-called cost-based model, the goal is to optimize the misclassification cost calculated using an extended-cost matrix (similarly to the model discussed by Tortorella 2000 Tortorella , 2004 . While this model can be used in situations in which misclassification costs are explicitly given, in many practical applications the exact misclassification costs are unknown and can only be estimated. Given this and the high sensitivity of the cost-based model, we proposed two other models in which abstention costs are implicit. In these models, the so-called bounded models, we calculate the cost per actually classified instance and use boundary conditions for abstention rate and the misclassification cost.
The idea is that such a setting would allow us to trade the misclassification cost for abstentions, i.e., higher abstentions result in a lower misclassification cost (obviously, given an abstention k max we want to have the smallest misclassification cost rc possible and similarly, given misclassification cost rc max we want to have the smallest abstention k possible), which is intuitive in many applications.
In the bounded-abstention model, the boundary condition is the maximum abstention rate of the classifier, whereas in the bounded-improvement model, the boundary condition is the maximum misclassification cost of the classifier. These models can be intuitively used in many practical applications with resource or cost constraints, in particular the ones involving a human domain expert. We will illustrate these models with two examples from the domain of computer security: a resource-bounded example and a cost-bounded example.
In the first example, suppose there is a system processing intrusion detection alerts in real time. Alerts can be either true alerts, which indicate an intrusion, or false alerts, triggered mistakenly when no intrusion took place. In case of a true alert, the system should perform an action (e.g., notify the network administrator), whereas false alerts should be quietly discarded. The system uses an imperfect automatic classifier, with a known ROC, and a human analyst, with a limited processing capability. Assuming that the system receives c events per minute and the human analyst can only analyze m events per minute, the goal of a bounded-abstention model is to decide which m/c alerts will be processed by the analyst so that the overall misclassification cost is minimized. In this case, the abstention for a fraction m/c alerts results in a lower misclassification cost of remaining alerts.
In the second example, assume a similar scenario but with cost constraints: e.g., a contract with a customer limits the maximum misclassification cost (resulting from discarded true alerts and incorrect notifications on non-intrusions) to some value rc max . Assuming the best automatic classifier has a misclassification cost rc
Background and notation
A binary classifier C is a function that assigns a binary class label to an instance, usually testing an instance with respect to a particular property. We will denote the class labels of a binary classifier as "+" and "−".
A scoring classifier R is a special type of binary classifier that assigns scores to instances. The value of the score denotes the likelihood that the instance is "+" and can be used to sort instances from the most likely to the least likely positive. Note that the scores do not necessarily have to be calibrated probabilities. A scoring classifier R can be converted to a binary classifier C τ as follows: ∀i : C τ (i) = + ⇐⇒ R(i) > τ . Variable τ in C τ denotes the parameter (in this case a threshold) used to construct the classifier.
Abstaining binary classifiers A (or abstaining classifiers for short) are classifiers that in certain situations abstain from classification. We denote this as assigning a third class "?". Such nonclassified instances can be classified using another (possibly more reliable, but more expensive) classifier (e.g., a multi-stage classification system as suggested by Senator 2005) or a human domain expert.
The performance of a binary classifier is described by means of a 2 × 2-dimensional confusion matrix C. Rows in C represent actual class labels; columns represent class labels predicted by the classifier. Element C i,j represents the number of instances of class i Table 1 (a). The sum of TP and FN is equal to the number of positive instances (P ). Similarly, the number of negative instances (N ) equals FP + TN . Asymmetrical classification problems can be modeled by a cost matrix Co with identical meanings of rows and columns as in the confusion matrix. The element Co i,j represents the cost of assigning a class j to an instance of class i.
As shown by Elkan (2001) , for binary cases, all four-element cost matrices (full cost matrices) with identical value of (c 21 − c 11 )/(c 12 − c 22 ) form an equivalence class with respect to the decision-making process in the classification. This in particular means that adding a constant value to the rows of the cost matrix yields and equivalent cost matrix. Therefore, without loss of generality it is often assumed that a cost-matrix has the main diagonal equal to zero (i.e., the cost of correctly classifying instances is zero). In such cases, the matrix has only two nonzero values (Table 1(b)): c 21 (cost of misclassifying a negative instance as a positive) and c 12 (cost of misclassifying a positive instance as a negative), and from the decision-making perspective the matrix has only one degree of freedom, the socalled cost ratio CR = c 21 /c 12 . We will come back to these assumptions when we discuss abstaining classifiers.
Classifiers in a cost-sensitive setup can be characterized by the expected cost rc, a costweighted sum of misclassifications divided by the number of classified instances (making it invariant of the number of classified instances):
ROC analysis
An ROC plane (fp × tp) has axes ranging from 0 to 1 and labeled false positive rate (fp = FP /(FP + TN) = FP /N ) and true positive rate (tp = TP /(TP + FN ) = TP /P ), as shown in Fig. 1 . Note that throughout the paper we use a convention in which uppercase variables denote absolute values and the lowercase variables denote the corresponding rates. Evaluating a binary classifier C τ on a dataset produces exactly one point (fp τ , tp τ ) on the ROC plane. Many classifiers (e.g., Bayesian classifiers) or methods for building classifiers have parameters τ that can be varied to produce different points on the ROC plane. In particular, a single scoring classifier can be used to generate a set of points on the ROC plane efficiently (Fawcett 2003) . Given a set of points on an ROC plane, the ROC Convex Hull (ROCCH) method (Provost and Fawcett 2001 ) constructs a piecewise-linear convex down curve (called ROCCH) f ROC : fp → tp, having the following properties: (i) f ROC (0) = 0, (ii) f ROC (1) = 1, and (iii) the Fig. 1 Examples of ROC and ROCCH curves and the cost-optimal classifier slope of f ROC is monotonically nonincreasing. We denote the slope of a point on the ROCCH as f ROC .
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To find the classifier that minimizes the misclassification cost rc, we rewrite (1) as a function of one variable, FP , calculate the first derivative d rc/d FP and set it equal to 0. This yields a known equation of iso-performance lines
which shows the optimal slope of the curve given a certain cost ratio (CR), N negative, and P positive instances. Similarly to Provost and Fawcett (2001) , we assume that for any real m > 0 there exists at least one point (fp * , tp * ) on the ROCCH having f ROC (fp * ) = m. Note that the solution of this equation can be used to find a classifier that minimizes the misclassification cost for the instances used to create the ROCCH. We call such a classifier ROC-optimal. However, it may not be optimal for other instances. Nevertheless, if the testing instances used to build the ROCCH and the other instances are representative, such a ROCoptimal classifier will also perform well on other testing sets.
ROC-optimal abstaining classifier
Our method builds an ROC-optimal abstaining classifier as a metaclassifier using an ROC curve and the binary classifiers used to construct it. An ROC-optimal classifier is defined as described in Sect. 2.1. The method constructs an abstaining metaclassifier A α,β using two Fig. 2 Abstaining classifier A α,β constructed using two classifiers C α and C β binary classifiers C α and C β as follows:
Each classifier has a corresponding confusion matrix, (TP α , FN α , FP α , TN α ) and (TP β , FN β , FP β , TN β ), which will be used in the next sections. Classifiers C α and C β belong to a family of classifiers C τ , described by a single ROC curve with FP α ≤ F P β (as shown in Fig. 2 ).
Our method is independent of the machine-learning technique used. However, we require that for any two points (fp α , tp α ), (fp β , tp β ) on the ROC curve, with fp α ≤ fp β , corresponding to C α and C β , the following conditions hold:
Conditions (4) are the ones used by Flach and Wu (2005) in the work on repairing concavities of ROC curves. These are met in particular if the ROC curve and C α and C β are built from a single scoring classifier R (e.g., a Bayesian classifier) with two threshold values α and β (α ≥ β). The advantage is that for such a classifier, a simple and efficient algorithm for constructing an ROC curve exists (Fawcett 2003) . For arbitrary classifiers (e.g., rule learners), (4) is generally violated. However, we observed that the fraction of instances with C α (i) = + ∧ C β (i) = − typically is small. As this is an important class of applications, this is an interesting area for future research. Given a particular cost matrix and class distribution N/P , the optimal binary classifier can easily be chosen as a one that minimizes the misclassification cost (1). However, no such notion exists for abstaining classifiers, as the tradeoff between nonclassified instances and the cost is undefined. Therefore, we proposed and investigated (Pietraszek 2005) three different criteria and models of optimization E: the cost-based, the bounded-abstention and the bounded-improvement model, which we discuss in the following sections. Models E determine how nonclassified instances are accounted for in the misclassification cost and other boundary conditions. We formulate our goals as:
Given -An ROC curve generated using classifiers C τ , such that (4) holds.
Cost-based model
In the first evaluation model E CB , a so-called cost-based model, we use an extended 2 × 3 cost matrix with the third column representing the cost associated with abstaining from classifying an instance. This cost can be dependent on or independent of the true class of the instance.
Bounded models To address the shortcomings of the cost-based model and allow for situations in which the extended cost matrix is not available, we propose two models E BA and E BI that use a standard 2 × 2 cost matrix and calculate the misclassification cost per instance actually classified. The motivation is to calculate the cost only for instances the classifier attempts to classify. In such a setup, a classifier randomly abstaining from classification would have the same misclassification cost as a normal classifier. Conversely, classifiers abstaining from classifying only for difficult instances may have a significantly lower misclassification cost.
However, such a system is underspecified as we do not know how to trade the misclassification cost for the number of nonclassified instances. To address this, we propose two bounded evaluation models having boundary conditions: Bounded-abstention model E BA , where the system abstains for not more than a fraction k max of instances and has the lowest misclassification cost, Bounded-improvement model E BI , where the system has a misclassification cost not higher than rc max and abstains for the lowest number of instances.
In this model, we compare the misclassification cost, rc CB , incurred by a binary and an abstaining classifier. We use an extended 2 × 3 cost matrix, with the third column representing the cost associated with classifying an instance as "?". Similarly, to the standard binary case we assume that the costs of correct classification is zero, however the costs of abstention can be different from different classes. This is different from a similar model studied by Tortorella (2000 Tortorella ( , 2004 , who used a full cost matrix and only a single abstention cost. We will come back to these differences at the end of this section.
Given
-ROC curve generated using classifiers such that (4) holds -2 × 3 cost matrix Co Find Classifier A α,β such that it minimizes misclassification cost rc CB Having defined the cost matrix, we use a similar approach as in Sect. 2.1 for finding the optimal classifier. Note that the classifications made by C α and C β are not independent. Equation (4) implies that false positives for C α imply false positives for C β . Similarly, false negatives for C β imply false negatives for C α , and we can thus formulate (5). The misclassification cost rc CB is defined using a 2 × 3 cost matrix similar to (1), with the denominator equal to the total number of instances.
We rewrite (5) as a function of only two variables FP α and FP β , so that to find the local minimum we calculate partial derivatives for these variables
set the derivatives to zero and making sure that the function has a local extremum. After replacing FP α and FP β with the corresponding rates fp α and fp β , we obtain the final result:
which, similarly to (2), allows us to find fp * α and fp * β , and the corresponding classifiers C α and C β . Note that these equations use only slopes of the ROC curve and are therefore very easy to apply. This derivation is valid only for metaclassifiers (3) with (4), which implies fp *
As an ROCCH is increasing and convex, its first derivative is nonnegative and nonincreasing, and we obtain f ROC (fp * α ) ≥ f ROC (fp * β ) ≥ 0. Using the 2 × 3 cost matrix these conditions can be rewritten as:
If condition (8) is not met, our derivation is not valid, but the solution is trivial. While it is clear that when the abstention costs are higher than the costs of incorrect classification, the optimal strategy is not to abstain (expressed by the first two terms of (8)), the interpretation of the third term is not obvious. We will prove it in the following theorem. (8) is not met, the classifier minimizing the misclassification cost is a binary classifier, namely, a single classifier described by (2).
Theorem 1 If
Proof Calculating (6) we obtain that if the rightmost part of (8) 
This, together with the basic assumption fp α ≤ fp β and the properties of the ROCCH, implies that fp * α = fp * β , which means that the optimal abstaining classifier is a binary classifier. Such a classifier is the binary classifier described by (2). Equation (8) allows us to determine whether for a given 2 × 3 cost matrix Co a trivial abstaining classifier minimizing rc CB exists, but gives little guidance to setting parameters in this matrix. For this we consider two interesting cases: (i) a symmetric case c 13 = c 23 and (ii) a proportional case c 23 /c 13 = c 21 /c 12 .
The first case has some misclassification cost CR with identical costs of classifying instances as "?". This case typically occurs when, for example, the cost incurred by the human expert to investigate such instances is irrespective of their true class. In this case, (8) To summarize, the ROC-optimal abstaining classifier in a cost-based model can be found using (7) if (8) (or the special cases discussed below) holds on a given cost matrix. In the opposite case, our derivation is not valid; however the ROC-optimal classifier is a binary classifier (C α = C β ).
Equivalence of the full cost matrix
Recall from Sect. 2, that in the binary case a cost matrix with the main diagonal equal to zero is equivalent to a full cost matrix with respect to classification. It is not obvious, however, that the same is true for the cost-based model. We will prove it in the following theorem:
Theorem 2 Adding a constant value to the rows of the extended cost matrix yields an equivalent matrix with respect to the choice of the cost-optimal classifier.
Proof Assume we have a full extended cost matrix In the first step we will modify (5) to calculate costs for a full cost matrix to account for correct decisions made by the classifier. Classifier A α,β makes TP α correct classification with class "+" and TN β correct classifications with class "−". This means that the overall misclassification cost is increased by Pf ROC ( FPα N )c 11 + (N − FP β )c 22 . Hence, calculating derivatives based on (6) yields
In both cases the derivatives use a only paired differences of two items in the same row of the matrix, which means that arbitrary constants added to the rows of the matrix cancel out and thus have no effect on the optimal classifier chosen by the algorithm. This completes the proof.
An important implication from this proof is that the cost-based model presented by Tortorella, Tortorella (2000 Tortorella ( , 2004 with a full 2 × 2 cost-matrix and a single abstention cost is equivalent to ours (based on Theorem 2 one can subtract the values of costs of correct classification (c 11 , c 22 ) from each row of the matrix). Note that if the costs of correct classification are not identical, converting Tortorella's model results in different values of abstention costs: c 13 and c 23 . Finally, this shows that from the classification perspective the extended cost matrix has only three degrees of freedom (we have four values, but any non-zero value can be fixed by multiplying the whole matrix by a constant).
Bounded models
In the experiments using a cost-based model, we noticed that the cost matrix and in particular cost values c 13 , c 23 have a large impact on the number of instances classified as "?". Therefore we think that, while the cost-based model can be used in domains where the 2 × 3 cost matrix is explicitly given, it may be difficult to apply in other domains where parameters c 13 , c 23 would have to be estimated. Therefore, in the bounded models, we use a standard 2 × 2 cost matrix and calculate the misclassification cost only per instances classified.
Using a standard cost equation (1), with the denominator
where k is the fraction of nonclassified instances, we obtain the following set of equations:
determining the relationship between the fraction of classified instances k and the misclassification cost rc B as a function of classifiers C α and C β . Similarly to the cost-based model we can rewrite these equations as functions of fp α and fp β :
By putting boundary constraints on k and rc B and trying to optimize the other variable, rc B and k respectively, we create two interesting evaluation models we discuss in the following sections.
Bounded-abstention model
By limiting k to some threshold value k max (k ≤ k max ), we obtain a model, the boundedabstention model, in which the classifier can abstain for at most a fraction k max of instances. In this case the optimization criterion is that the classifier should have the lowest misclassification cost rc B (hereafter referred to as rc BA ).
As stated in the introduction this model does not require an explicit 2 × 3 cost matrix, which may not be given and is particularly applicable in resource-constrained situations. In such cases, the bounded-abstention model yields an optimal classifier given the abstention window k max . For example, many classification systems involving human domain experts are typically resource constrained. Another example of such systems are real-time multistage classification systems in which the subsequent stages have a limited throughput and cannot process more than a fraction k max of instances.
Given
-ROC curve generated using classifiers such that (4) holds -2 × 2 cost matrix Co -Fraction k Find Classifier A α,β such that the classifier abstains for not more than a fraction of k instances and has the lowest cost rc BA .
Unfortunately, unlike the cost-based model, the set of equations (11) for a boundedabstention model does not have an algebraic solution in the general case, and in (Pietraszek 2005) we used general numerical optimization methods to solve it. Here we present an algorithm finding the solution that is extremely efficient for piecewise-linear ROCCH curves.
To find the solution for the bounded improvement model, we will use the constrained optimization method for the function of two variables. We will proceed in the following three steps: First, we will present the algorithm for a smooth convex down ROC curve differentiable in [0, 1] and assuming that exactly a fraction k max of instances remains unclassified. Second, we will show under which conditions the optimal classifier can abstain for less than a fraction k max of instances. Finally, we will extend the method to the piecewise linear ROCCH curves.
Optimal classifier for a smooth convex down curve
Our minimization task can be defined as follows: Find the minimum of rc BA (fp α , fp β ), subject to condition k * (fp α , fp β ) = k(fp α , fp β ) − k max = 0. For this, we will use the Lagrange method, which is a method for constrained optimization of a differentiable function under equality constrains (see e.g., Stewart 1992; Wolfram Research Inc. 2006 for a more complete coverage). Very briefly, given differentiable functions F and G the goal is to find the minimum of F (X) given the constraint G(X) = 0. The method calculates the so-called Lagrange multipliers λ such that
By solving (12) for X and λ and given the constraint G(X) = 0 we obtain the desired solution.
In our case we have functions of two variables (fp α and fp β ) and in this two-dimensional case (12) can has an interpretation that vectors ∇rc BA and ∇k have the same direction. This is equivalent to ∇rc BA × ∇k = 0 and
The second condition is that k
Calculating the derivatives, condition (13) simplifies to
Based on the properties of the ROC curve and classifiers C α and C β , the denominator is always positive (with an exception for an all-abstaining classifier, fp α = 0 ∧ fp β = 1, for which rc BA is undefined), which means that (14) is equivalent to Proof In the first step we show that when
The equality fp α = fp β results from the properties of the ROC curve and (11).
results from (15). In the second step we show that given an optimal classifier A α,β abstaining for exactly a fraction k max of instances, we can easily generate a optimal classifier A * α,β abstaining for a fraction k * max = k max + δ k (where δ k → 0) of instances. Such a classifier has coordinates (fp α + δ α , fp β + δ β ), in which the following condition holds:
The derivative of a smooth convex down ROC curve is positive, which means that all components of ∇k are nonzero.
Using (15) for the new point, we obtain the relationship between δ α and δ β :
and after simplifications we get the following result:
Equations (16) and (18) show that for nonzero f ROC (i) there exists only one pair of
This completes the proof. Note that an almost similar inductive proof can be shown for classifier starting from fp = 0 ∧ fp = 1, with negative increments δ k (note that the second step of the proof did not make any assumptions about the sign on δ k ). The advantage of such an approach is that there is no need to compute the value of starting point fp α = fp β = fp in this case. However, the derivative of rc BA at fp α = 0 ∧ fp β = 1 formally does not exist. This proof generates an optimal classifier path on the hyperplane of rc BA when varying k max between 0 and 1, as shown in Fig. 3 (a) (thick white line). Note that the thin lines show isolines of constant k (in this case with a constant increment of 0.1). The path can be constructed either by varying k from 0 to 1 or by varying k from 1 to 0. We will refer to these construction methods as "top-down" or "bottom-up".
The above derivation can be used to formulate Algorithm 1 for finding the optimal classifier in the bounded-abstention model.
Optimal classifier abstaining for fewer than k max instances
In this section we will determine when the optimal classifier can abstain for a fraction smaller than k max of instances. We will show when such a classifier exists and that when it exists it has the same misclassification cost as the optimal classifier abstaining for exactly a fraction of k max instances.
Recall that the optimal abstaining classifier requires that (15) is met. In this section we will prove the following theorem:
Theorem 4 Given an optimal classifier A α,β abstaining for exactly a fraction k max of instances, no optimal classifier A * α,β abstaining for a fraction k * max ≤ k max of instances and having a misclassification cost lower than rc BA exists.
Proof Given an optimal classifier abstaining for exactly k max instances, there exists a classifier abstaining for (k * max < k max ) and having the same or a lower misclassification cost iff ∂rc BA /∂fp α ≤ 0 or ∂rc BA /∂fp β ≥ 0. In the remainder we will show when such a classifier exists.
In the calculations below we will use the following substitutions:
Note that for a nondecreasing and convex down f ROC , the following conditions hold:
Calculating ∂rc BA /∂fp β . Calculating ∂rc BA /∂fp β ≥ 0, assuming that (15) holds and using substitution (19), yields the following condition:
Equation (21) Calculating ∂rc BA /∂fp α . Calculating ∂rc BA ∂fpα ≤ 0, assuming that (15) holds and using substitution (19), produces the following condition:
Dividing both sides by (15) we obtain:
Similarly, this equation has a solution only if B α = 0 and A β + B β = 1. To summarize, we proved that the classifier A α,β in the bounded-abstention model for k max will have the lowest cost rc BA when it abstains for exactly a fraction of k max instances. Moreover in the special case, when A α,β is such that f ROC contains the two line segments (0, 0) − (fp α , f ROC (fp α )) and (fp β , f ROC (fp β )) − (1, 1), there exists an optimal classifier A * α,β having the same misclassification cost and abstaining for fewer than k max instances. Such a classifier will be described by the ends of following line segments: 1) . Such cases correspond to a flat area in Fig. 3(b) .
The algorithm for a convex hull f ROC
Algorithm 1 is does not allow an efficient generation of a solution, as the increments δ α , δ β it uses are infinitely small. Moreover the property of nonzero f ROC , required by Algorithm 1, does not necessarily hold. However, our function f ROC is a convex hull, a piecewise linear function, for which an efficient algorithm for finding the optimal classifier exists.
Assume the function f ROC is a piecewise linear convex down curve, constructed from line n segments S 1 , S 2 , . . . , S n connecting n + 1 points P 1 , P 2 , . . . , P n+1 . Each line segment S i is described by a line segment tp = A i fp + B i , where A i and B i are the coefficients of a line connecting points P i and P i+1 . Note that with a piecewise linear ROCCH, (18) cannot be used because the values of f ROC are either zero or undefined (at the vertices). However, (15) still can be used provided we allow that derivatives at vertices take all values in a range of slope values of adjacent segments.
Assuming the classifier A α,β optimal for a fraction k max is defined by (fp α , fp β ) where fp α lies on the line segment S i and fp β lies on the line segment S j , we construct the optimal classifier path "bottom-up" (i.e., constructing an optimal classifier A * α,β for k * max < k max ).
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The coordinates (fp * α , fp * β ) of the classifier A * α,β will depend on the value of the following expression:
When X < 0, the classifier fp α is located at the vertex (so that (15) holds) and the optimal classifier A * α,β with k * max < k max will have fp * β < fp β . Similarly, when X > 0, the classifier fp β is located at the vertex and the optimal classifier A * α,β with k * max < k max will have fp * α > fp α . In both these cases the corresponding points fp * β and fp * α can be calculated from equation
given that the corresponding points fp α and fp β are fixed. Finally, when X = 0, the classifier A α,β is located on line segments S i , S j outside vertices. In this case, the optimal classifier is defined ambiguously for a given k max and these classifiers can be generated by finding all pairs satisfying (25) given the constraints that fp α is within a line segment S i and fp β is within a line segment S j . Specifically, it is also possible to use either of the classifiers for the two preceding cases (X < 0 or X > 0). This leads to Algorithm 2 for finding the optimal classifier efficiently. The algorithm constructs the abstaining classifier "bottom-up" starting from points P 1 and P n . At each step of the algorithm it calculates the value of X using (24) and depending on its sign, advances either i or j as shown in Fig. 4 . If the abstention rate for the new points P i+1 , P j (or P i , P j −1 correspondingly) is larger than k max the solution is calculated by solving a linear equation k(fp α , fp β ) = k max with respect to fp α (fp β ) and the algorithm terminates. Otherwise, in the next iteration the evaluation of X starts from the new point P i+1 , P j (P i , P j −1 ).
Assuming the ROCCH consists of n line segments, the algorithm terminates in at most n steps. Therefore its complexity is O(n).
Bounded-improvement model
The second bounded model is when we limit rc B (hereafter referred to as rc BI ) to a threshold value rc max (rc BI ≤ rc max ) and require that the classifier abstain for the smallest number of instances. This model is particularly useful in a multi-stage classification systems and classification systems involving human domain experts, in which cost constraints are given. Given the maximum misclassification cost, the bounded-improvement model yields an abstaining classifier for which the misclassification cost for classified instances does not exceed a given value. Note that in this case, model performs a "local optimization" and the non-classified instances are excluded from cost calculations. Thus, if a complete coverage is needed such instances have to be classified using a more accurate but expensive classifier.
The possible real-life applications of this model include the classification of intrusion detection alerts, fraud detection systems, quality control system and medical domains. The advantage of this model is that the cost constraint is easily quantifiable and intuitive for the domain experts.
Given
-ROC curve generated using classifiers such that (4) holds -2 × 2 cost matrix Co -Cost rc max Find Classifier A α,β such that the cost of the classifier is no greater than rc max and the classifier abstains for the smallest number of instances.
This model is an inverse of the preceding model and can be solved by an algorithm similar to Algorithm 2. To show the solution for this model we use a similar approach as in the first model: First we will show the algorithm for a smooth convex down ROC curve differentiable in [0, 1] and assuming that the classifier has rc BI equal to rc max . Second, we will show under which conditions the optimal classifier can have a misclassification cost smaller than rc max . Finally, we will present an efficient algorithm for piecewise linear ROCCH curves.
Optimal classifier for a smooth convex-down curve
To show the solution for the bounded improvement model, we will use the constrained optimization method for the function of two variables. The minimization task can be defined as follows: Find the minimum of k(fp α , fp β ), subject to condition rc * BI (fp α , fp β ) = rc BI (fp α , fp β ) − rc max = 0. Similarly as in Sect. 5.1, we use the Lagrange method and obtain the same condition (15). The second condition is that rc BI (fp α , fp β ) = rc max . Proof The proof is similar to Theorem 3 with an identical first condition (15) and the second condition δ rc = ∇rc BI · (δ α , δ β ). However, unlike in the preceding case, ∇rc BI can be equal 0 Algorithm 2 Algorithm for finding the optimal classifier in a bounded-abstention model for a piecewise-linear ROCCH curve (under conditions shown in the proof of Theorem 4). In such a situation, the misclassification cost rc BI will not change with the change of fp α and fp β .
Theorem 5 If
Similarly to the preceding case, the proof generates an optimal classifier path as shown in Fig. 5(a) , where thin isolines show classifiers with identical misclassification cost rc BI . The optimal classifier crosses these isolines at the points of minimal k. 
Optimal classifier with rc BI lower than rc max
As we proved in Theorem 4, if f ROC contains the line segments (0, 0) − (fp α , f ROC (fp α )) and (fp β , f ROC (fp β )) − (1, 1) and (15) holds, the classifier has the same rc BI for all classifiers in these line segments.
Moreover, in this case, this rc BI for this line segment is the lowest rc BI an abstaining classifier can achieve with this ROC curve. Therefore for a higher rc max the optimal classifier will have a lower misclassification cost. Such a situation is illustrated in Fig. 5(b) .
The algorithm for a convex hull f ROC
The algorithm is similar to Algorithm 2 with the following two modifications. Fist, it uses different conditions in lines 9 and 17, namely evaluating the misclassification cost given by
where k is determined by (25). This yields
Second, in lines 13 and 21 the overall solution is calculated by solving a linear equation (27) with respect to fp α and fp β .
Equivalence of the full cost matrix
In the previous section we proved that in the cost-based model an extended 2 × 3 cost matrix has only three degrees of freedom and that adding an arbitrary constant to the rows of the cost matrix yields an equivalent matrix from a decision making perspective. This however does not hold for the 2 × 2 cost matrix for bounded models. We will prove the following theorem.
Theorem 6 From a decision making perspective in bounded models, a full 2 × 2 cost matrix is not equivalent to the cost-matrix with the main diagonal equal to 0.
Proof Similarly to Theorem 2 we modify rc B in (10) to take correct classifications into account. This means that the nominator of (11) Similarly to Sects. 5.1 and 5.2, using Lagrange method and calculating (13) we obtain a condition equivalent to:
Comparing (28) with (14) we see that while the first three components are equivalent, the last one is not and, in general case, not equal to zero. This means that non-zero components on the main diagonal will change the optimal solution and thus the equivalence does not hold. This completes the proof.
Note that condition (28) can be used in Algorithm 2 to find the optimal classifier when a full 2 × 2 cost matrix is given.
Experiments
To analyze the performance of our method, we tested it on 15 well-known datasets from the UCI KDD (Hettich and Bay 1999) database: breast-cancer, breast-w, colic, credit-a, credit-g, diabetes, heart-statlog, hepatitis, ionosphere, kr-vs-kp, labor, mushroom, sick, sonar, and vote. These datasets are all binary classification problems from 37 UCI datasets, downloaded from the Weka web-page.
We tested our method in all three models described above.
In the E CB model, the input data is a 2 × 3 cost matrix in the symmetric case (c 13 = c 23 ). In E BA , we use a 2 × 2 cost matrix and k max (the fraction of instances that the system does not classify). In E BI , we could not use a constant value of rc max for all datasets because different datasets yield different ROC curves and misclassification costs. Instead we used a relative cost improvement f and calculated rc as follows: rc = (1 − f )rc bin , where rc bin is the misclassification cost of the ROC-optimal binary classifier found using (2). Hence the input data is also a 2 × 2 cost matrix and a fraction f min .
The goals of our experiments are three-fold: (i) to verify the ROC generalization and the algorithms used, (ii) to analyze the trade-off between the abstention ratio and the cost improvement and, (iii) to compare our abstaining classifiers with other known techniques allowing for abstentions. We will discuss them in the remainder of this section.
ROC generalization Our method for selecting abstaining classifiers with two thresholds is provably optimal provided that the ROC curve generalizes to an independent test set. The method presented in this paper can only be applicable in real-life situations if the generalization properties hold, which also includes the stability of algorithms used (e.g., threshold averaging for ROC curves and threshold interpolation). Therefore, the first goal of the experiments is to validate it.
Abstention ratio vs. cost improvement From the application standpoint, it is important to understand the relationship between the abstention ratio, cost parameters and the cost improvement. As showed in previous sections, depending on the constraints and the parameters given, the optimal solution can be found by using one of the three algorithms provided. Ultimately, the gain from using an abstaining classifier instead of a binary one depends on the shape of the ROC curve and is dataset specific. Therefore, the second goal of the experiments is to show the expected performance estimates on a variety of publicly available datasets (additional experiments with abstaining classifiers in the domain of computer intrusion detection can be found in Pietraszek 2007) .
Direct comparison Finally, all the models, in particular the bounded models, perform "by design" better than the normal binary classifiers, therefore it is more interesting to compare them against other abstaining classifiers. From the other models (cf. Sect. 7) we chose cautious classifiers as the most appropriate for our purposes. Here we briefly discuss how cautious classifiers work and how we can make them comparable in our evaluation.
Cautious classifiers use a single multi-class probabilistic classifier and a vector K (class bias) and w (window size) the decision rule shown in Algorithm 3.
Algorithm 3 Cautious classifiers decision rule
This makes cautious classifiers similar to the bounded-abstention model, in which an abstention window is defined. However, although for w = 0 abstention is zero and the classifier abstains for almost all instances for w = 1, the relationship between w and the abstention is neither continuous nor linear ). Therefore our model cannot directly compared with cautious classifiers. Similarly, cautious classifiers require calibrated probabilities assigned to instances (otherwise the class bias might be difficult to interpret). In contrast, our model, if used with a scoring classifier, uses only information about the ordering of instances, not the absolute values of probabilities. This makes our model more general. On the other hand, cautious classifiers are more general in the sense that they can be used with a multi-class classification, whereas our model is based on ROC analysis and is only applicable to two-class classification problems.
In the evaluation we use a simple probabilistic classifier (naive Bayes) and a binary classification, which is compatible with both our algorithms and the decision rules for cautious classifiers. In fact, for a binary case cautious classifiers have only two degrees of freedom: a scalar k (combining the information about costs and the class distribution) and a window w. The interpretation of these parameters is not clear, but make a fair comparison of there methods we need to have the two classifiers have the same point of operation (i.e., the abstention window or the misclassification cost). To be able to do this we decided to: (i) compare only classifiers for CR = 1, thus avoiding having to encode the misclassification costs in k, (ii) perform the comparison only in the bounded abstention and bounded improvement models, (iii) use a simple algorithm based on a binary search for finding the window w, given k max (f min ) and the ROC curve in the bounded-abstention (bounded-improvement) model, respectively. In such a setting, we can directly compare rc (k) of the two types of classifiers analyzing their performance. Such a comparison is the third goal of our evaluation.
Constructing an abstaining classifier
Recall that vertices on the ROCCH can only be used to find an ROC-optimal classifier in the cost-based model (Sect. 4). In the other two models, the ROC-optimal classifier uses arbitrary points on the ROCCH, most typically one point is located at the vertex and a the other one is located on a line segment computed in Algorithm 2 and the modified version (Sect. 5.2.3).
Such classifiers, corresponding to points lying on the line segment, can be constructed using a weighted random selection of votes of classifiers corresponding to two adjacent vertices (Fawcett 2003) . However, our prototype uses another method, which was more stable and produced less variance than the random selection did.
An ROCCH can be considered a function f ROC : τ → (fp, tp), where τ ∈ T is a set of discrete parameters, varying which, one constructs classifiers C τ corresponding to different points on the ROCCH. In our algorithm we compute an inverse function f ROC yielding τ * to construct a classifier C τ * .
Testing methodology
The experiment for each dataset was a two-fold cross-validation repeated five times with different seed values for the pseudo-random generator. We used 5 × 2 cv, as it has a lowlevel Type-I error for significance testing (Dietterich 1998) . We averaged the results for these runs and calculated 95% confidence intervals, shown as error bars on each plot. In the crossvalidation, we used a training set to build an abstaining classifier, which was subsequently evaluated on the testing set. The process of building an abstaining classifier is shown in Fig. 6 . We used another two-fold cross-validation (n = 2) to construct an ROC curve. The cross-validation was executed five times (m = 5), and the resulting ROC curves were averaged (threshold averaging; Fawcett 2003) to generate a smooth curve. Although the method is applicable for any machine-learning algorithm that satisfies (4), we used a simple Naive Bayes classifier as a base classifier, converting it to a scoring classifier by calculating the prediction ratio
Given the ROC curve and the input parameters (cost matrix and a value k max or f min ), the program uses the algorithms proposed to find values α and β describing C α and C β and the ROC-optimal classifier (in each model). These values were used to set the thresholds in a Naive Bayes classifier built using the entire training set to create A α,β .
Such an experiment was run for every dataset and every combination of input parameters, CR and c 13 (k max or f min ), thus producing multiple plots (one for each dataset), multiple series (one for each cost ratio), and multiple points (one for each value of c 13 , k max or f min ). We will briefly justify this choice of parameters. For the first model, we selected values of c 13 that are evenly spaced between 0 and the maximum value for a particular cost ratio (cf. (8)). For the other two models, we believe that, while the results will definitely be application-dependent, values of k max (f min ) that are lower than 0.1 bring too small an advantage to justify abstaining classifiers, whereas values larger than 0.5 may not be practical for real classification systems. For the CRs we tested the performance of our system for cost ratios close to 1.
We used a naive Bayes classifier from the Weka toolkit (Witten and Frank 2000) as a machine-learning method and R (R Development Core Team 2004) to perform numerical calculations.
Results-cost-based model
Out of 180 experiments (15 datasets, four values of c 13 , and three cost values), 152 are significantly better (lower rc) than the corresponding optimal binary classifier (one-sided paired t-test with a significance level of 0.95). The optimal binary classifier was the same Bayesian classifier with a single threshold set using (2).
Testing the stability of the generalization of ROC and the interpolation algorithms used, we calculated a relative error of the predicted (based on the ROC curve) and the actual (obtained on a validation set) misclassification cost rc/rc = 0.15±0.01 and the abstention ratio k/k = 0.05 ± 0.01 for all datasets. The positive values mean that the classifier has on average a higher cost then expected and a marginally higher abstention ratio. This shows that the method is fairly stable.
Evaluating the relationship between the cost matrix and the abstention ratio, Fig. 7 shows the results for one representative dataset. The X-axes correspond to the cost value in a symmetric case c 13 = c 23 (top and middle panel), and the Y-axes show the relative cost improvement (top panel) and the fraction of nonclassified instances (middle panel). The bottom panel displays the relationship between the fraction of skipped instances and the overall cost improvement. Horizontal error bars show 95% confidence intervals for the fraction of nonclassified instances, only indirectly determined by c 13 . Finally, Table 3 contains tabular results for all datasets for one cost ratio and two sample costs c 13 ∈ {0.1, 0.2}.
We clearly observe that lower misclassification costs c 13 = c 23 result in a higher number of instances being classified as "?" and higher relative cost improvement. However for different datasets even small differences in c 13 result in large differences of k and f . On the other hand, for many datasets, we observe an almost linear relationship between the fraction of nonclassified instances and the relative cost improvement.
Results-bounded models

Bounded-abstention model
Out of 180 experiments (15 datasets, four values of fractions of nonclassified instances and three cost values), 179 have a significantly lower rc B than the corresponding optimal binary classifier (one-sided paired t-test with a significance level of 0.95). The optimal binary classifier is a Bayesian classifier with a single threshold. We also observed that in most cases the resulting classifier classified the desired fraction of instances as the third class; the mean of the relative difference of k ( k/k) for all runs is 0.078 ± 0.008. Similarly, the relative difference between the actual misclassification cost and the cost estimated based on the ROC is also very small ( rc/rc = −0.065 ± 0.11). This is particularly important as both k and rc are only indirectly determined by the two thresholds the algorithm calculates. This proves the stability of the algorithm on a variety of datasets.
The results for a representative dataset are shown in Fig. 8 and tabular results for all datasets for one cost ratio and two sample k max are shown in Table 4 . The X-axes correspond to the actual fraction of nonclassified instances and the Y-axes show the relative cost improvement (top panel) and the misclassification cost (bottom panel). The top panel shows In general, the higher the values of k, the higher the cost improvement; for eight datasets, namely breast-cancer, credit-a, credit-g, diabetes, heart-statlog, ionosphere, kr-vs-kp and sonar, we can observe an almost linear dependence between these variables. For four datasets (breast-w, mushroom, sick, vote) even as low an abstention as 0.1 can lead to a reduction of the misclassification cost by half (and of as much as 70% for two datasets).
Finally, as the third part of the evaluation we compared the performance of abstaining classifiers and cautious classifiers. Recall from Sect. 6 that although cautious classifiers do not use the ROC, we used it to find the threshold w to obtain the desired abstention window k. Table 5 shows that cautious classifiers are on average less stable than abstaining classifiers and yield smaller cost improvements, especially for lower values of k. In fact, cautious classifiers for k = 0.1 seem to perform worse than a binary classifier (negative cost improvement). For larger values of k both classifiers perform comparably. Quantitatively, comparing the cost improvement for 15 datasets and 4 fractions k (with 10 runs each) we got 31 significant wins, 24 ties and 5 losses.
Bounded-improvement model
This model is in fact the inverse of the preceding model, and thus we expected very similar results. The results for a representative dataset are shown in Fig. 9 , and tabular results for all datasets for one cost ratio and two sample f min are shown in Table 6 . The X-axes correspond to the relative cost improvement (top panel) and the misclassification cost (bottom panel). The Y-axes show the actual fraction of nonclassified instances. The top panel shows the fraction of instances handled by the operator as a function of the actual misclassification cost. It is interesting to compare the actual relative cost improvement f and the assumed one (0.1, 0.2, 0.3, 0.5), as the former is only indirectly determined through two thresholds set based on the performance on the training set. The mean of the relative difference of f ( f/f ) for all runs is 0.31 ± 0.15. The positive value of the mean shows that, on average, the system has a lower misclassification cost than required. Note that this value is higher than the corresponding difference in the preceding model. We conclude that this model is less stable and more sensitive to parameter changes than the preceding one. The right panel shows the same data with the X-axis giving absolute cost values. In addition the horizontal arrows (dashed) indicate the absolute values for the optimal binary classifier and the desired cost at the head of an arrow. Similarly, to the preceding model, the four datasets can yield a 50% cost reduction while abstaining for approximately 10% of the instances. On the other hand, there are datasets in which even a 10% cost reduction is done at the cost of large abstention windows (e.g., 67% for breast-cancer). Considering much larger actual relative cost improvements than the desired one, we conclude that this model is more difficult to tune than the boundedimprovement model.
Finally, the comparison with cautious classifiers is shown in Table 7 . Cautious classifiers are less stable and for comparable cost improvements f require higher abstentions. Quantitatively, comparing the abstention ratios for the corresponding cost improvements we obtain 31 significant wins 16 ties and 13 losses for all datasets.
Related work
Classifiers with reject rules were first investigated by Chow (1970) and further developed by Tortorella (2000 Tortorella ( , 2004 in the area of pattern recognition. The latter uses ROC analysis in a model corresponding to our cost-based model with a different cost matrix (c 13 = c 23 ). In Sect. 4.1 we proved that these models are equivalent and thus can be used interchangeably. Furthermore, we show conditions under which a nontrivial abstaining classifier exists and also propose two bounded models with different optimization criteria. Dubuisson and Masson (1996) and more recently Muzzolini et al. (1998) analyze statistical classifiers with a reject option in a multi-class classification setting. The authors propose two types of rejections: (i) ambiguity reject, in which an instance is classified to two or more classes with near equal probability and (ii) distance reject, in which the instance has no similarity to each of the prototypical implementation of any of the classes. Given the classification error tolerance (the probability of incorrect classification) and its confidence error C d the Inck method (Muzzolini et al. 1998) can select the ambiguity reject threshold C a such that the probability of ambiguity reject is minimal. This setting is the most similar to our bounded-improvement classifier model, however there is a number of differences: First, both papers make strong assumptions w.r.t. underlying classifiers and feature distributions, whereas our method can use almost arbitrary classifiers. Second, the methods are more appropriate for multi-class classifiers (Tortorella 2004 ) and do not take misclassification costs into account. Finally, statistical classifiers with reject rules require a feature selection algorithm and expensive integration over the pattern space to determine required probabilities. In contrast, building of the ROC curve is simple and our selection algorithms run linearly with the number of instances.
As already discussed in Sect. 6, cautious classifiers ) are more general than ours as they support multi-class classification problems and do not use ROC curves. On the other hand, the interpretation of the abstention window w and class bias k is less intuitive and, in many cases need additional calibration (like the one performed in our evaluation). Another limitation is that cautious classifiers require calibrated probabilities from the output classifier, whereas abstaining classifiers need a scoring classifier (or in general a classifier for which condition (4) holds).
Delegating classifiers ) use a cascading model, in which classifiers at every level classify only a certain percentage of the instances. In this way every classifier, except for the last one, is a cautious classifier. The authors present their results with an iterative system, using up to n − 1 cautious classifiers. Flach and Wu (2005) use a single ROC curve with identical condition (4) to "repair concavities" in the ROC curve increasing the AUC and improving the classification performance. As the method effectively uses a simple operation on scores assigned by the underlying classifier, condition (4) also holds for the "repaired" curve. This means that abstaining classifiers can be cascaded with the above method, likely improving the performance of abstaining classifiers. Pazzani et al. (1994) showed how different learning algorithms can be modified to increase accuracy at the cost of not classifying some of the instances, thus creating an abstaining classifier. However, this approach does not select the optimal classifier, is cost-insensitive and specific to the algorithms used.
Confirmation rule sets (Gamberger and Lavrač 2000) are another example of classifiers that may abstain from classification. They use a special set of highly specific classification rules. The results of the classification (and whether the classifier makes the classification at all) depend on the number of rules that fired. Similarly to (Pazzani et al. 1994) , the authors do not maximize the accuracy. Moreover, confirmation rule sets are specific to the learning algorithm used.
Active learning (Lewis and Catlett 1994) minimizes the number of labeled instances by iteratively selecting a few instances to be labeled. This selection process uses an implicit abstaining classifier, where it selects instances that are lying closest to the decision boundary, however no cost-based optimization is performed.
Summary and conclusions
In this paper we proposed a method to build a ROC-optimal abstaining classifier using ROC analysis. Such a classifier minimizes the misclassification cost on instances used to build the ROC curve. Moreover, it has a low misclassification cost on other datasets from the same population as the one used to build the curve.
We defined the misclassification cost in three models: A cost-based, a boundedabstention and a bounded-improvement model, which are relevant for numerous practical applications. All the models use only the base classifier and an ROC curve and do not require that the underlying has classifier calibrated output probabilities, which is not always trivial (Cohen and Goldszmidt 2004; Zadrozny and Elkan 2001) .
In the first model, we used a 2 × 3 cost matrix, showed the conditions under which the abstaining classifier has a nontrivial minimum cost, and presented a simple analytical solution. In the bounded model, we showed how to build the abstaining classifier assuming that no more than a fraction k max of instances is classified as the third class. Finally, in the third model, we showed how to build an abstaining classifier having a misclassification cost that is no greater than a user-defined value. In the latter two models, we presented an efficient algorithm for finding the optimal classifier. We presented an implementation and verified our method in all three models on a variety of UCI datasets.
In our experimental validation we confirmed that the generalization of ROC is stable with the algorithms used and that the obtained improvements agree predictions based on the curve. Analyzing the relationship between abstention window and the cost improvement, we observed that in many cases even small abstentions results in significant costs improvements. This makes it a promising method for real-life applications. Finally, in comparison with cautious classifiers in the bounded models our method proved to perform better in most cases and be more stable.
The models presented in this paper, in particular bounded models, can be easily used in a variety of practical applications, due to their easy interpretation and low complexity of algorithms used. Another desirable property of abstaining classifiers is that reducing the overall number of misclassifications (even in asymmetrical classification problems) and introducing abstentions makes it easier for the human domain experts to review the classification. As argued by Axelsson (1999) with the high number of false positives, the human domain expert tends to generalize an classify everything as "negative". Abstaining classifiers reduce both false positives and false negatives, allowing the human domain expert focus on instances selected for abstention. This makes abstaining classifiers particularly appealing for problems with highly skewed class distributions and misclassification costs such as intrusion detection (Pietraszek 2007) .
In this paper we showed how to select an optimal classifier given a scoring classifier R, or in the general case, given two classifiers C α and C β selected from a ROC curve with a condition (4) met. This setting can be extended to a case, in which we have a set of scoring classifiers and want to find an abstaining classifier for this set. One way of doing it would be to construct a hybrid ROC for this set of rankers and its ROCCH, however this could violate (4) and led to a sub-optimal selection. Another way is to use extended ROC analysis to create 3D surfaces fp × tp × k and discard some parts of ROC surfaces. If the number of potential surfaces to chose from is high, such a strategy could be more efficient. This, as well as analyzing the performance of the base algorithm for hybrid ROCCHs and applying the algorithm for multi-class classification problems are interesting areas for future research.
